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The globalization of business over the past decade has spawned a search for competitive advantage that is worldwide in scale. Companies have followed their customers -who are going global themselves -as they respond to the pressures of obtaining scale in a rapidly consolidating global economy. In combination with other trends, such as increased deregulation, privatization, and corporate restructuring, globalization has spurred an unprecedented surge in cross-border merger and acquisition activity. According to Securities Data Corporation, there were more than 2000 announced cross-border acquisitions in 1996 worth over $252 billion. While this represents 54% more acquisitions than in 1991, the increase in dollar value has been even more remarkable, tripling during this time period. Clearly crossborder M&As have become a fundamental characteristic of the global business landscape. Even mergers of companies with headquarters in the same country -while usually not "counted" as cross-borderare very much of this type. After all, when Boeing acquires McDonnell Douglas, the two American companies must integrate operations in dozens of countries around the world. This is just as true for other supposedly "singlecountry" mergers, such as the $27 billion dollar merger of Swiss drug makers Sandoz and Ciba-Geigy (now Novartis). Hence, understanding the problems and opportunities of cross-border mergers and acquisitions is an essential element in understanding most M&As, and indeed in understanding the nature of global strategy.
In spite of the huge volume of activity in the cross-border M&A marketplace, an inescapable fact emerges when these deals are examined more closely -the majority of crossborder M&As are not successful. For example, economists David J. Ravenscraft and William F. Long found that most of the 89 acquisitions of American companies by foreign buyers between 1977 and 1990 they studied did not improve operational performance one year after the acquisition. Numerous anecdotal accounts corroborate these results. Take, for example, the acquisition of Columbia Pictures by Sony Corp in 1989. After paying a significant premium for the company, and keeping a hands-off attitude toward their senior executives in Hollywood -who were busy overspending on office renovations, company perks, and unsuccessful movies -Sony was forced to take an unprecedented $3.2 billion write-down in 1994. This merger is now a classic case study of what not to do in cross-border deals. Some of the problems encountered by Sony include legal problems stemming from their recruitment of senior management who were under contract at Time Warner, lack of internal controls over budgeting, weak understanding of the fundamentals of the acquired business, and an overly optimistic belief in "synergies" arising from vertical integration and from applying Sony's technological competencies to the movie and television business. Of course, these are mistakes that can arise in any merger or acquisition; what makes them particularly troublesome in cross-border deals are the inherently greater challenges of melding country cultures, communicating across long distances, dealing with misunderstandings arising from different business norms, and even fundamental differences in management style.
Why are cross-border mergers and acquisitions so difficult to implement? Consider all that must go right in any (same-country) acquisition: The two companies must reach agreement on which products and services will be offered, which facility or group will have primary responsibility for making this happen, who will be in charge of each of these facilities or groups, where will the expected cost savings come from, what will the division of labor look like in the executive suite, what timetable to follow that will best generate the potential synergies of the deal, and myriad other issues that are complex, detailed, and immediate. On top of all this the merging companies must continue to compete and serve their customers in a competitive marketplace. Now, take all these challenges, and add a completely new set of problems that arise from the fundamental differences that exist across countries. Consider, for example, for all the similarities that a global imperative places on companies, the very real differences in how business is conducted in, say, Europe, Japan, and the United States. These differences involve corporate governance, the power of rank and file employees, worker job security, regulatory environments, customer expectations, and country culture -all representing additional layers of complexity that executives engaged in cross-border M&As must manage. Is it any wonder that crossborder mergers are potential minefields that require the utmost care?
Fortunately, there are some basic principles that will make cross-border mergers work more smoothly. They can be divided into the imperatives of strategic logic and acquisition integration.
What is the strategic logic for the acquisition?
In recent years "strategic" mergers have gotten a bad name, to the extent that some pundits have defined strategic mergers as those where the acquiring company overpays. While the price paid for a company is a critical determinant of the success of the resulting acquisition, there is no inherent reason why mergers that are strategically wellconceived should go awry. In fact, the evidence is quite the opposite.
The recent merger of BP's and Mobil's downstream operations across Europe is a case in point. The strategic logic for this deal says that (1) size and market power are required to compete against the other major oil companies, and even supermarket chains with gas pumps, in Europe, and (2) significant cost savings can be realized by eliminating duplicate facilities and employees, and by rationalizing purchasing and cutting overhead. Although this merger is not without significant integration challenges, it appears to have a solid strategic logic, and indeed is considered a blueprint for similar deals among rivals such as Shell, Texaco, and Amoco. It is also an unusual merger since BP and Mobil are only consolidating their refining and marketing operations in Europe, and remain rivals elsewhere. Nevertheless, estimates of cost savings are in the range of $500 million a year, a figure which, if established and maintained, will clearly make this merger a success.
The keys to establishing an effective strategic logic lie in answering questions such as:
• How will this merger create value, and when will this value be realized? • Why are we a better parent for this company than someone else? • Can this merger pass the "better-off" test -will we be able to create more value (by being more competitive, having a stronger cost structure, gaining additional competencies that we can leverage in new ways, etc.) after the deal? These are difficult questions that require careful, objective, preacquisition analysis. The tendency for companies "in the heat of battle" to overstate the real strategic benefits of a deal is a definite problem that must be guarded against. Pressures that arise from the desire to close a deal quickly before rival bidders appear, cultural and sometimes language barriers that create uncertainty, and the often emotionallycharged atmosphere surrounding negotiations, work against this requirement of objectivity. The best solution in this case is to enter the M&A mode with a carefully developed framework that addresses the key questions, and to stick to that framework in evaluating a potential acquisition candidate even when the seemingly inevitable strains arise.
Our own research and experience indicates that the highest potential crossborder M&As tend to be between firms that share similar or complementary operations in such key areas as production and marketing. When two companies share similar core businesses there are often opportunities for economies of scale at various stages of the value chain (e.g., R&D, manufacturing, sales and marketing, distribution, etc.). For example, although the merger between British Telecom and MCI remains controversial -and losses associated with MCI's push to enter the local telephone service market in the U.S. are not reassuringthere are opportunities for value creation through common software development, shared capital investment, and joint purchasing agreements.
The strategic logic of combining complementary assets can also be compelling. These assets, which extend to complementary competencies in technology and know-how, offer great opportunities for companies to create value in the right circumstances. For example, MCI will be a much more formidable competitor in the U.S. telephone market with the backing of BT and its prodigious cash flow. Other potential complementary benefits of this deal include the positive impact of 4 MCI's aggressive market-oriented corporate culture on the more conservative British Telecom, and the potential of the combination itself to be a well-positioned global competitor as evolving markets in Europe and the U.S. continue to deregulate and change. Thus, what we call "economies of fitness" arising from complementary operations or competencies can be an important source of value creation in mergers and acquisitions.
How will the two companies be integrated?
It is probably not an exaggeration to assert that most cross-border deals run into difficulties because of failures in the integration process. What is acquisition integration? First and foremost, it is the process of realizing the strategic benefits of a merger. In other words, it is everything merging companies must do to achieve synergies and position the new firm for growth. It requires effective interaction and coordination between merging firms to realize the strategic potential of the deal at the same time that it necessitates special attention to human resource concerns. Stated in this way, it is a tall order, and indeed seems absolutely critical to M&A success. Nevertheless, it is a remarkable fact of life that many cross-border acquisitions involve insufficient, illconsidered, and inconsequential integration efforts.
Consider the acquisition of Firestone, an American company, by Japan's Bridgestone in 1988. The problems started when Bridgestone outbid Pirelli to capture Firestone, paying a premium of 158% of the value of Firestone before it came into play. Although the acquisition did have a strategic logic -Bridgestone wanted to develop global scale in a rapidly consolidating industry and service Japanese car makers setting up production in the U.S. -no real integration effort took place for five years. Bridgestone left in place senior Firestone management and did little to generate cost savings, so the tire maker that had performed poorly before the acquisition continued to do so. Total losses amounted to $1 billion by 1992, and Bridgestone has subsequently spent $1.5 billion to upgrade and expand Firestone's operations. Leading an extensive integration effort in a foreign marketplace remains one of the biggest challenges in cross-border acquisitions.
Employee stress and uncertainty can be particularly troublesome in crossborder deals. Mergers create uncertainty, and people often experience considerable stress during this time. There is a real danger that some of the best people in a company will leave as a result of the merger -after all, it is usually the best people that have the most attractive outside opportunitiesand inattention to their personal concerns may be costly. Studies indicate that the root cause of employee problems are feelings of mistrust and stress, perceived restrictions in career plans, and attacks on established cultural traditions within the acquired company, each of which is exacerbated by the fundamental differences that exist between both merging companies and the countries in which they are based. And these problems do not go away if left untreated. Firestone workers ended up in a highly contentious strike in 1994-95, driven by their reaction to Bridgestone's belated cost-cutting efforts.
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Differences among management and workers can sometimes spiral into broader community and political problems. Such was the case in the 1988 acquisition of Rowntree, headquartered in York, England by Nestle, the Swiss foods giant. Concerns about the future of Rowntree workers, facilities, and even the town of York itself created an uproar in the UK, involving Members of Parliament, political parties, and the Archbishop of York. In the end, Nestle was forced to make several concessions to public opinion in its integration of Rowntree, including retaining York facilities and making certain guarantees with respect to the job security of Rowntree workers.
Given the importance of integration to acquisition success, how can companies best manage this process? There are several important considerations.
• Understand that most of the value creation in an acquisition occurs after the deal is done. For all the synergies and benefits that are projected to accrue from an acquisition, none can be realized without substantial effort during the integration process.
• Plan for integration before doing the deal. There are many reasons why companies do not do thissuch as time constraints, insufficient information, lack of awareness of how critical integration really is -but the alternative is to essentially guess at the sources of value creation. Develop a checklist of key integration issues, assign personal responsibility and a timetable for dealing with these issues, and set targets that will enable the value creation needed to make the deal work. Although integration is a process that cannot be completed in a few days, this analysis should yield a blueprint for how to create value from the acquisition.
• Work the details. Some of the confusion and complexity of cross-border mergers can be mitigated by ensuring that executives in an acquiring company learn about differences in accounting standards, labor laws, environmental regulations, and norms and regulations governing how business is conducted in the country of the acquired firm early in the process.
• Develop a clear communication plan throughout the entire process. The prospective melding of different country cultures in a cross-border deal can easily compound the uncertainty employees experience in any merger, and must be addressed in a proactive manner. In sum, there are two fundamental imperatives that must be underscored in any discussion of cross-border mergers and acquisitions. First, companies engage in a merger or acquisition to create value, and that value creation comes about through a combination of synergy realization to cut costs and competitive strategy repositioning to increase revenues and growth. And second, both the synergy realization and competitive strategy goals cannot be achieved without significant attention to the challenge of acquisition integration. If cross-border M&A strategies are to fulfill their potential, and justify the premium companies typically pay to
